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Angle- izer instant template



CHECK OUT OUR GIFT GUIDES Measuring and transferring angles angle-er Instant pattern series slots are held together with a lock handle to allow you to match the angles and shapes. No need to make a special template, just set it in place, slide it four hands to match the corners of
your project and then tighten the handles. Ideal for laying tiles or flooring, providing proper angles on decks and patio, or installing countertops at the corners. Perfect for cutting pavers to fit curved walkways etc. Made from durable glass nylon plastic. Measuring and transferring angles
angle-er Instant pattern series slots are held together with a lock handle to allow you to match the angles and shapes. No need to make a special template, just set it in place, slide it four hands to match the corners of your project and then tighten the handles. Ideal for laying tiles or flooring,
providing proper angles on decks and patio, or installing countertops at the corners. Perfect for cutting pavers to fit curved walkways etc. Made from durable glass nylon plastic. Keep up to date with new arrivals, email exclusives and more. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. ULTIMATE
TEMPLATE TOOL: Perfect for builders, artisans, weekend warriors and DIY-ERS, so it's an important tool for any toolkit! Save time, money, and effort, ANGLE-EER® eliminates tedious, repetitive measuresmake PERFECT ANGLED CUTS EVERYTIME: the four-way mechanism of the
ANGLE-ER's lineup® slips and locks into any desired angle as a reusable stencil for endless applications. No need to create a new template for each new work or remeasure the same angles GREAT FOR REPETITIVE SPACING AND GAUGING: Set at 90-degree corners of space parallel
pieces of wood, form in a T-square to align your brick, or even set your own distances for corbelling - ANGLE-ISER® will help you get the job done right! FOR ANY MATERIAL AND APP: Create layouts in tiles, bricks, stone, lumber, laminate and more! ANGLE-ISER® convenient for
creating bull's eyes, arches, plumb cuts and any project you can think of is aurable and ERGONOMIC: Glass-filled nylon makes ANGLE-ISER® durable for any work and industry. ANGLE-E'e'® folds for easy storage and uses a unique tightening mechanism for one-handed operation
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